
HOW TO SAVE

MONEY AND

TIME WITH YOUR

NEXT THERMAL

METER PROJECT



How many times have you had any or all of
the following happen on your previous
thermal metering projects?

Flow sensor installed on incorrect pipes (supply vs return)?
 
Mechanical Contractor installs temperature sensors incorrectly?
 
Calculators are mounted in inconvenient places?
 
Cables run poorly, or damaged during construction or installation?
 
Damage to calculators during construction or installation?
 
Matching calculators to bus addresses problematic, due to poor
record keeping by contractors ?
 
Changes to design or communications requirements?
 
Re-ordering complete thermal meters due to damaged or
incorrectly configured meters?
 
Costly time delays from any of the above?
 
 

How much do these problems add to
your project metering costs? 5 %?  10 %?

15 %? or more?



The solution is Kamstrup’s MULTICAL® 603 or 803
 

With this solution, the ULTRAFLOW® flow

sensor and the MULTICAL® calculator are

supplied separately and so you can now

provide the ULTRAFLOW® flow sensor to

your mechanical contractor to install

without the fear of either damage to

cables, or incorrect installation of

temperature sensors and MULTICAL®

calculator.

 

 

During the later stages of the project,

simply have your skilled technician

connect the MULTICAL® calculator to the

already installed ULTRAFLOW® flow

sensor and power up the  MULTICAL®

calculator. The MULTICAL® calculator will

be supplied pre-assembled with the

specified power supply, communications

modules, temperature sensors and time

zone.

 

 

Once powered, the MULTICAL®

calculator will automatically detect the

ULTRAFLOW® flow sensor and configure

itself to read the flow correctly. Ensure the

correct (supply/return) location is selected

on the MULTICAL® calculator, install the

temperature sensors correctly and you’re

up and metering.

 



ULTRAFLOW® Flow Sensor
 

During the initial phase of installation all
your mechanical contractor has to do is
install the ULTRAFLOW®  flow sensor
and the temperature pockets
 
As seen in the picture, the ULTRAFLOW®
meter includes:

ULTRAFLOW® Flow sensor with cable

Gaskets (couplings for threaded meters

Temperature pockets

Optional labelling of box with meter

location ID



MULTICAL® Calculator Assembly - Assembled

When you’re ready, the MULTICAL® calculator can be connected to the
flow sensor.
 
The calculator can be mounted in the best location using the wall bracket
and temperature cables can be run and installed in the correct pockets.
 
Information such as meter location, serial numbers, bus addresses, tag
numbers and correct installation parameters can be set and/or recorded for
later integration into the BMS system. 
 
As seen in the picture, the MULTICAL® calculator assembly includes:
 
 
 

MULTICAL® 603/803

Selected Communications Module(s)

Selected temperature probes

Selected power supply

Wall bracket

Installation manual



MULTICAL® Calculator Assembly - Assembled

Key features of the MULTICAL® calculator

Backlit Display

Auto detects which Kamstrup Flow Meter it is connected to

Up to three communication modules are possible in a
MULTICAL® 603 (four in a MULTICAL® 803)
 

ULTRAFLOW® Flow sensor location supply/return
can be changed on site



Calibration Certificates

One each for the flow sensor, the calculator and the temperature sensor
pair will be provided by pdf.
 
All Kamstrup Flow sensor, Calculators and Temperature sensors are
certified to EN1434:Class 2

Backlit Display

Auto detects which Kamstrup Flow Meter it is connected to

Up to three communication modules are possible in a MULTICAL®
603 (four in a MULTICAL® 803)

 



One each for the flow sensor, the calculator and the temperature sensor
pair will be provided by pdf.
All Kamstrup Flow sensor, Calculators and Temperature sensors are
certified to EN1434:Class 2

Backlit Display

Auto detects which Kamstrup Flow Meter it is connected to

Training

Aquip provide training on all products that we supply and can easily
ensure that your team has all the support that they need to get the job
done with minimal fuss.

Commissioning

Commissioning is a simple process however as a third party, Aquip offer
meter checks including: documenting that the meter is installed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations, temperature
sensors are orientated correctly, set bus addresses as required, etc.
 

To find out more about our products and solutions, or
how we can advance the intelligence and efficiency of

your energy and flow metering process, please
contact our local offices or visit us at aquip.com.au 

Sydney
02 9998 6614

6/5 Vuko Place

Warriewood, NSW 2102

Perth
08 9472 0122

4/5 Brodie Hall Drive

Bentley, WA 6102

https://www.aquip.com.au/

